Electric Car Battery Stations for Denmark
January 27, 2009 - Denmark may be the first country to embrace electric automobiles in such a grand way, involving their wind farms and battery-changing-stations. Hawaii, Israel and a couple of other places may also move in that direction, but Denmark seems to be particularly well-suited.  
	Their tax system makes ownership of automobiles remarkably expensive to begin with: A $30,000 car ends up costing the buyer around $80k or $90k after taxes. Gasoline is also something like $8/gallon. So they are apparently giving electric-car buyers a huge tax break to make this more feasible - and perhaps using some of the taxes on non-green vehicles to help fund the infrastructure build-out.  
	Since it isn't convenient to wait several hours for a battery pack to be recharged if you're taking a long trip that exceeds the range of one charge, automated battery-changing stations are planned which will allow the driver to have the battery pack switched out for a fully charged one in less time than it takes to drive through a car wash - something like 40 seconds. The battery packs are property of the state or the infrastructure, so they just get swapped in and out, practically transparent to the driver. I could imagine a fleet of trucks ferrying piles of battery packs around to various changing stations, however. (What happens when a changing station accumulates a lot of discharged batteries and doesn't have any more charged units available for drivers on longer journeys?) And one should probably not plan on driving too far beyond the fringes of the battery-changing station network.  
	The automobiles are also to be used as a distributed power storage system for the wind farm. One problem with wind farms is that they generate power when the winds are strong enough but don't generate anything when winds have died down. By leaving parked electric vehicles connected to 'the grid', their collective battery packs are utilized as an energy storage system from which power can be drawn as necessary.  
	It seems as though such a system is more practical to deploy quickly in a smaller geographical area. Denmark is shooting for a 2011 rollout. Perhaps state-by-state networks could be deployed in the U.S., but the range problem would come into play in driving amongst states not yet 'on the system'.  
	I'd like to know how a society can afford to drive $90,000 cars and fuel them with $8/gallon gasoline. I think I either need to change jobs or change my country of residence, or both. Certainly their tax system would not fly in places like New Hampshire.  
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